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Advertising HowStuffStuff is looking at the history and culture of places from all over the world. Charts are located at the intersection of data, design and storytelling. Mostly, though, they're used in small doses to illustrate divergent concepts; Much more are rarely grouped into themes to
serve a larger narrative. However, it's exactly this flaw that infographic history in the world is preparing to start tipping. More than 200 pages, the book does nothing less than the facts of nearly 14 billion years of Earth's history with themes from the relative military power of the world
superpower and the development of key technical techniques to what we all die from - all presented in intelligent, thematically specific subject drawings. Some people simply aren't interested in long-term content, says Craig Adams, editor at HarperCollins. They look at the backbone of the
book and try to calculate how long it will take to extract knowledge within it. This is part of the attractiveness of the charts. Their concise nature and visual taste are like today's neural crack adding-add-add-on-data junkies. For some, getting facts served in a compelling and easy-to-digest
visual form, rather than spelunking through cavernous vertebrae, is a time-saving way. If these people are able to digest the ideas of the length of the book in this way, too, they may consider it a breakthrough of first-class life. I thought that if I could find an author and a designer to associate
a series of interesting topics that tell the story of the history of the world in a graphic way to explain it, the result would be a quick way to understand, easy to read and a novel to approach an old subject, Adams says. Finding the right duo for this undertaking has proved to be somewhat
difficult. Award-winning Guardian journalist James Ball has a great online profile in the data field and seemed a likely choice for the author. The challenge was to come up with the right designer to pair with him. After searching the Internet for potential candidates, Adams finally came up with
a shortlist and sent all samples from Ball's design to write the data to see how they would approach the material. Valentina DiFilippo's efforts proved far and away that they are the most creative and the best suited. Once Adams put the team together, the challenge is to know how much data
will be provided, and how to do so in a way that the concept of the book can never be decided by welcoming it. With most books, you read them, absorb the answers you provide, and move on. We didn't want to pretend that every set of data always offers you with one unquestionable fact,
so every single one of the topics depicted in the book created hours of interesting, often philosophical discussion about the numbers behind it. He adds: We offer all sources, but really it's that journey for readers to interpret data for themselves. Take a look at some of the charts in the slides
above, and watch a video of the book below. Getty Images Ad - Continue reading below 1 Religious: Sunrise Service There's A Reason Why Easter Is Often Celebrated with Church Service at Dawn Crack. As the story goes, it was early in the dawn of Easter that Mary opened the tomb of
Jesus to find it empty - which is why many churches now hold services at sunrise to honor this crucial occasion. In fact, the tradition of Easter prayer dates back to 1732, when the first service was held in Germany by the Moravian Church. A group of young people gathered at the first dawn
light in the town's cemetery to pay tribute to the congregation - and the following year, he joined the entire group. By 1773, the first Easter prayer was held in Winston-Salem, North Carolina. 2 Religious: Lent we can thank Lent for our Easter holidays. Originally, fasting asked people to fast
for 40 days (except on Sundays), but these days it is more commonly observed by people giving up indulgence, such as caffeine, chocolate, TV or social media. Lent's exact finish date can vary slightly depending on whether the church follows Western or Eastern practices, but it tends to
finish near Easter. Until Easter Sunday comes, people are definitely ready to dig into some sweet and savory dishes I've been missing. Related: 20 creative things to give up lent in 2020 3 religious: Easter time easter celebration is an international event, but a few cultures refer to a holiday
by its famous name. The early Christians called the resurrection of Christ the name of Besash, the Hebrew word for Easter. Today, most languages use a formula for this name: Pesach in French, Pasqua in Spanish, Pasqua in Italian, Paschke in Albanian, and Basque in Swedish.Our
English, Easter, comes from a strange source: an Anglo-Saxon goddess called Ostre (also known as Astor or Oster). The Eutri Festival was always held around the spring equinox, so the first Christian missionaries in Europe gradually blended the name, timing and symbols of the festival
into christian celebration. Missionaries have adapted an enormous amount of cultures from where they do their work in faith, in large part to make people feel comfortable, says Ace Collins, author of the stories behind easter traditions and songs. Eventually, the Christian celebration took the
place of the pagan festival. 4 Religious: Stations of cross and passion plays in the early 14th century, the Catholic Church discovered drama and rituals as effective methods of teaching the Gospel to masses that cannot read, write or speak traditional Latin used in the church. The Church
developed practices, such as cross stations and passion game, Tell the story of the crucifixion and resurrection of Jesus Christ in easy and convincing ways. According to the Catholic news service, The Cross stations originally described the physical pilgrimage to the Holy Land, where
participants were traveling to 14 holy sites related to the death of Jesus and his crucifixion, reciting prayers and singing songs. Eventually, Catholic Americans developed a spiritual practice to repeat the pilgrimage in their local churches, reciting the same prayers and songs. The play Of
Passion, a dramatic show of the trial, suffering and death of Christ, became popular in the Catholic Church in the 15th century. One of the most famous in Oberammergau, Germany, began in the early 1600s, when the city vowed to perform a game of passion every decade if God spared
the city from the plague. The mortality rate dropped dramatically after the play was held in the city cemetery, and the play was performed in Oberammergau for the crowds sold since then. 5 Religious: Pregnancy vs. important although choosing what to serve for Easter dinner may come
down to taste preference, for others the menu holds great importance. In early Jewish history, lambs were sacrificed as shrines to God and served regularly as part of Easter. Then, when Jesus died during Easter, like a great sacrifice for sin, God carried, and the animal evolved into a
powerful symbol of Christians, especially at Easter. Many Orthodox Christians still follow Jewish Orthodox customs of not eating any pork, so lamb takes the lead in the Easter meal. Others, however, would not imagine Easter without pork. Symbolizing the good fortune of many cultures
around the world, a suitable meal was made in all kinds of holidays and celebrations, according to the Encyclopedia of Religion. Some historians believe that the timing of Easter spring was also taken into account in the selection: farmers usually slaughter pigs in the fall and then take
several months to smoke pork, making pork ready in time for Easter dinner. Related: 20+ easy and delicious ways to make your Easter Ham 6 festive: Easter bunny like many Easter traditions, Easter bunny evolved from ancient fertility and spring celebrations. Rabbits breed like rabbits and
give birth in spring so, in places where the fields have become overrun with baby rabbits, it was natural to include the rabbit as a symbol for spring and, ultimately, Easter.According to an old German story told by Pamela Kennedy in her book, Easter Celebration: Traditions and Customs
from all over the world, a poor woman loved children would hide brightly colored eggs in her garden as Easter treats. One year, while the children were looking for them, they noticed the rabbit jumping past and thought the animal had left the eggs. 7 Festive: Easter eggs from colored eggs
to chocolate eggs to hunt eggs, Easter says like an incredible edible. However our modern take on collecting, dying, and egg decorating comes from a tradition that dates back thousands of years, long before the ancient cultures of Jesus Christ.Many, including the Greeks and Egyptians,
saw eggs as a sign of fertility and new life; They used eggs in religious rituals and hung them in pagan temples for mystical purposes, says Martha Zimmerman in her book Celebrating the Christian Year. Later, as Christian missionaries observed members of the community who hunted eggs
in the spring, they began to use food as a tool to describe the rebirth of Christ in the Resurrection. They poured eggs based on what the colors meant to the church: yellow for resurrection, blue for love, red for the blood of Christ. Or, they paint different scenes of the Bible on the eggs and
hide them; The exchange of chocolates and other sweets at Easter gained popularity in Europe during the mid-19th century, where companies developed ways to produce collective sweets and sweets that were revealed in holiday forms and luxury packages, such as Cadbury eggs, which
first appeared in 1875.Jelly Beans are likely to have evolved from early fruit jellies such as Turkish delight, a Middle Eastern delicacy. They entered the U.S. market sometime in the late 19th century, but did not get an Easter link until the 1930s, according to the Oxford Food and Beverage
Encyclopedia of America. We find no reason to print for (hawking) jelly beans at Easter may be the shape [they look like eggs, which are associated with Easter] and color [bright or pastel], says Lynn Olver, food historian and foodtimeline.org.As editor of the most important Easter candy
question, how do you eat an Easter bunny chocolate? Three out of four Americans start with their first ears, according to a survey conducted by the Chocolate Manufacturers Association and the National Confectionery Association. 10 Festive: Easter peeps those sugary, sweet
marshmallows created in the 1950s by Russian immigrant Sam Bourne, who founded the only born candy company. He set up a shop in Bethlehem, Pennsylvania, making these desserts particularly suitable for Easter. It initially took 27 hours to create one eyesight, but luckily the boy's son
created a way to make the process more efficient - it now only takes six minutes. Peeps are available in a variety of seasonal shapes and flavors, but Easter chicks are by far the most popular, according to the maker. But a sudden number of people don't actually eat sweet treats. The
company estimates that about a third of the peeps sold are used for decoration, Consumption. Related: 7 seriously cute desserts to make with festive Easter 11 peeps: Easter covers and parades buying a new holiday outfit may seem like a 20th century commercial invention, but even early
Christians followed the practice of wearing new clothes for Easter. It was one time of the year when, if you have new clothes, you wear them. You wear your best to go to church as a way to honor the savior sent, Collins says. In America, stores quickly got stuck on the idea that creating
Easter clothing and sales during the season would help them sell the luxury hood to girls and young women or suits for boys and men. City goers took a mile down the street to show off their new clothes, which on Fifth Avenue in New York eventually attracted thousands of people and
became known as the Easter Parade. The Song of the Easter Parade, written by Irving Berlin in 1933 and her people Bing Crosby in the film Holiday Inn (1942) captured the fictional mood of this new tradition. Related: 25 adorable Easter outfits for 12 festive girls and boys: Hot cross-cakes
these round breads have been traced round with crosses back to ancient Egypt, Rome, and Greece, where such foods serve as symbols of honor towards the gods, according to Oxford Food Companion. Later, these sweet breads filled with currants and spices became popular Easter
traditions, especially in England where bakers were banned from selling spice bread only on special holidays, such as the Friday before Easter.Many English men thought across cakes baked on Good Friday would not grow moldy. It was kept as the magic of good luck hanging in the
windows, accompanied the sailors on a journey, or buried in piles of grain to ward off rodents. Today, they are mostly representations of the Christian symbol of the cross, and sweet, add a bowl to an elegant Easter meal. 13 festive: Easter egg hunts Easter egg has pre-Christian
associations with spring, but much later, white Christians related to the resurrection of Jesus. The egg became a symbol of the neck from which Jesus rose, just days after his crucifixion. The first egg hunt can be traced back to Martin Luther, a central figure during the Protestant
Reformation -- where men hid eggs for women and children to find him. The happy act of finding an Easter egg while hunting is supposed to remind us of the joy felt by the women (believed to be Mary Magdalene, Mary, Mother james, and Salom) when they came to Jesus' cave and found it
empty. Related: 18 Easter Egg Hunt ideas to bring out your family's competitive side 14 celebration: Chocolate Bunnies is hard to know exactly who created the first chocolate rabbit, but maybe someone of German origin, in Germany or America. By the nineteenth century Germany, sweets
and sugar bunnies (some hard-boiled eggs were inside them!) were in production and Cans, used for chocolate molds, were traced to Munich in the 1850s. By 1925, people in the United States could order chocolate rabbits, a special Easter treat, from the catalog. The rest is (chocolate
heaven) history. Related: 22 best chocolate eggs to fill your Easter basket this year 15 festive: eggs tapping eggs tapping, common Easter game, goes by a lot of different names - fighting eggs, eggs knocking, pacqueing eggs, boxing eggs, egg picking, or egg jar, just to name a few — and
involves two people knocking pointed ends of eggs together until the cracks of one egg. The winner is the person who broke the most eggs. Egg tapping has medieval origins, where it was practiced during Easter in Poland. Competition prevailed - a British prisoner of war observed one
during the Revolutionary War. To this day, egg-tapping contests are held in many regions of the world, including England, and Louisiana take the event seriously - every year Marks ville, Louisiana hosts an official egg tapping contest, complete with strict rules and regulations. Winners must
prove that their eggs are not fake by breaking them and eating them at the end of the event. 16 th celebration: The White House Easter Egg Roll tradition mimicking the White House Easter Egg Roll dating back to 1878, when President Rutherford B. Hayes opened the White House Garden
for the tradition after being approached by children in one of his daily walks. Previously, children were celebrating Easter by playing games on Capitol Hill, but Ulysses S. Grant signed a bill banning the practice. White House Easter Egg Roll is still a tradition today. Besides egg roll, the
celebration also features stations where children and their families can decorate cookies, dye eggs, and participate in the Easter egg hunt. Related: 15 things you probably don't know about Easter 17 International: A kite flying in the territory of the British Island of Bermuda has a unique
practice for the Easter holiday with the tradition of flying kite shaving on Good Friday. On the day he commemorates the crucifixion of Jesus, Bermudians of all ages head abroad to fly homemade colorful kites made of paper tissue, wooden sticks and chain. Where did this tradition come
from? As legend has it, a local teacher was trying to explain how Jesus lifted himself up to the sky, with high-flying kites symbolizing the rise of Christ. Today, thousands of locals and tourists in Bermuda are taking part in this tradition in different parts of the island, particularly at The
Horseshoe Bay Beach, where the annual Kite Festival is held every good Friday to celebrate the special occasion. Related: 23 Good Friday Facts That Prove How Wonderful This Holiday Is Really 18 Giant omelette to make omelette, you've got to crack some eggs... Or about 15,000 if you
live in Beziers, France. The Easter tradition in this city includes making a huge omelette cooked in a pan about 14 feet in diameter. It is likely that this tradition owes its origins to Napoleon Bonaparte. When he and his army were passing through the area, he was said to have had an
omelette that he enjoyed so much that he asked the villagers to make an omelette that could feed his entire army. 19 International: A wagon explosion in the United States, we usually save fireworks for July 4, but Florence uses it as part of an Easter celebration mode. A cart full of fireworks
drives through the streets of the city before stopping outside Duomo Cathedral. This Tradition is called 350-year-old Easter Scoppio del Caro, which translates into a cart explosion. As soon as the cart stops in front of the cathedral, the Archbishop of Florence lights a fuse during Easter
Mass, leading to a live fireworks display. The entire show is said to be aimed at ensuring a good harvest. Related: 17 festive Easter facts that you've probably never heard before this content is created and preserved by a third party, imported to this page to help users provide their email
addresses. You may be able to find more information about this and similar content in piano.io piano.io
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